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7 Branches & LASER Region responded

Name of the Branches:

 UNA LASER 

 Wandsworth

 UNA Westminster

 UNA Eastbourne

 Streatham & Clapham UNA

 Harpenden

 Canterbury

 Bexhill and Hastings

Who responded:

 Patricia Rogers

 Robert W Storey

 Martin Grixoni

 Ian Elgie

 Sarah Webster

 Suheil Shahryar

 Michael Vince

 Barbara Echlin



Does your branch have a policy to try to reduce climate 
change: Four branches do not have any policy, but three 
branches and LASER region has strong policy.

Yes: 
50%

No: 
50%



If so, what is that policy: Branches are trying to reduce emissions by 
reducing travel, planting of trees in Uganda, running things through 
carbon efficient ways that will help reducing carbon footprint of historic 
emission. Some branches also increasing awareness to build 
understanding about reduction of carbon footprint.
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Please share your progress in the last year 
in reducing your carbon footprint: This is 
the overall progress during 2020-21.

A Little: 
37.5% 

A 
Moderate 
Amount: 

25%

A Lot: 
12.5%

None: 
25% 



Please explain your progress in the last year in reducing your carbon 
footprint?: Branches are using zoom, and having fewer face to face 
events, thus reducing their use of paper and their travel. Some members 
are successfully reducing their household carbon footprints, such as by 
using solar power to charge their computers. In-fact some members are 
carbon negative, exporting more energy than they are  consuming. 
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Do you have any other activities for the reduction of your carbon footprint, 
planned or current such as using or promoting tree-planting through UNA 
Eastbourne's MVULE project? Some branches have promoted the Eastborne
Mvule Project through their Newsletters. Some branches have collected 
donations for tree planting in a local Forest. Some branches are working on 
climate and ocean projects. Many branches are having sessions on clime change. 
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Is there anything you would like to add on your branch's or your own attempts 
to reduce your carbon footprints: Branches have found this survey useful in 
reminding them to focus on climate change and promote tree planting.
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Thank you for your kind attention 


